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Waste management and recycling can increase revenue for the community
The company is engaged in the field of waste recycling in this highly needed an adequate level of
service and professional staff.
From the results of the visit the company made to the F-Pico Kanto Recycling Factory, the
company is giving the impression and the service levels are very good, because of the terms of
service that is given to every visitor who comes to the company greatly appreciates the arrival of
visitors and provide excellent information, in terms of this quality of service is very peting for
visitors who come to the company.
In terms of good service to the visitors and the employees are very peting for the creation of a
comfortable working atmosphere.
In fact, recycling is not just a matter of recovering recyclable material; it’s a total economic system.
Few people realize that their local curbside collection program is only the beginning of a recycling
loop. At present, the cost of collecting and processing recyclable materials far outweighs their
value as a commodity that can be sold back to industry. Unless consumers buy recycled products,
the markets for the material they put out at the curb or into their office white-paper bin will remain
depressed (https://hbr.org/1993/11/recycling-for-profit-the-new-green-business-frontier).
FP CORPORATION Philosophy applied to creating superior products at competitive prices and
delivering them to the clients when they need them and implicitly shows the corporate strategies
which is growth strategy with horizontal integration. FP CORPORATION conduct horizontal growth
strategy by expanding its business activities in a particular geographic area.
With the continuous development of industrial civilization, more and more plastics are widely used
in our life, while the phenomenon to discard the waste plastic is serious, which bring huge white
pollution to our environment. At the same time, with the world economy development, energy crisis
becomes more and more serious. Looking for new energy way has been on the agenda in many
countries.
Since the beginning, FPCO Group have implemented environmental, health, safety (EHS) as well
as security based on Customer First management philosophy. Furthermore, in order to fulfill our
corporate social responsibilities we are also promoting an environmental management system ISO
14001) and are working hard to popularize the "Tray to Tray (TM)" FPCO method recycling for
construction of a recycling-oriented society.

I was very impressed with the services provided by the F-Pico Kanto Recycling Factory, this can
provide motivation and performance improvement and personal service in my organization.
From this very short visit I can reap the conclusion, that the importance of waste management and
recycling can increase revenue for the community.
Thank you, I thank the people who have played an important role in the implementation of this
program, so it was a success.
I also thank you especially to Mrs. Popy Rufaidah, SE., M.BA., Ph.D., who very patiently and
faithfully accompany and support the implementation of this program so that it runs smoothly.
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